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Those Trump Voters
An excellent unbiased study of those who voted for Donald Trump has recently appeared.
It's at https://www.voterstudygroup.org/reports/2016-elections/the-five-types-trump-voters.
The article is The Five Types of Trump Voters - Who They Are and What They Believe. The
author, prof. Emily Ekins, is a research fellow at the Cato Institute. She's written many other
papers on current political issues.
This pie chart (from the paper) summarizes her research work.

Here’s the result as a list:
 31% of the voters: Staunch Conservatives
 25% of the Trump voters: Free Marketeers
 20% of the Trump voters: American Preservationists
 19% of the Trump voters: Anti-Elites
 5% of the Trump voters: The Disengaged
Professor Ekins’ paper describes the statistical methodology involved, the interview
questions used, and how much care was taken to avoid introducing any prejudice in the process
of the interviews.
The five segments shown above provide an approximate guide to the attitudes of the Trump
voter base that was interviewed in this project.
8,000 respondents were interviewed with a set of key questions designed to elicit a set of
attitudes that could be statistically classified into these five general categories.

Two Promising Categories
Of these five categories, two could reasonably be swayed into voting for a Democrat in 2020.
These are the Free Marketeers and the American Preservationists. As Ekins discovered, neither
of these liked Hillary, but some could be persuaded to vote for the right kind of Democrat. That
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this ensemble was persuaded to elect Mr. Trump is the subject of her paper. If Democrats
could peel off as few as 20% of these two segments, that would be more than enough to
produce a Democratic victory in 2020.

The Free Marketeers
Most of the Free Marketeers, 25% of the Trump voters, should have been persuaded to vote
for Hillary, in my opinion. To see why, here's how prof. Ekins describes this group:
These are small government fiscal conservatives, free traders, with moderate to
liberal positions on immigration and race. Their vote was a vote primarily against Clinton
and not a vote for Trump.
Although they are a loyal Republican voting group, Free Marketeers are the most
skeptical of Trump. A minority voted for him in the early primaries, while Ted Cruz was
their other favorite. For the general election, most say their aversion to Clinton, not
support of Trump, was their true motivator.
More likely to come from the West, Free Marketeers skew male, are middle aged, and
are the most educated and highly paid of the Trump groups (and non-Trump voters).
They are the most likely to be working full time, own their own homes, and have
private health insurance. They are more cosmopolitan, the most likely group to know
LGBT people, and they are least likely to watch TV or to smoke. Along with Staunch
Conservatives, they are one of the most politically engaged and informed voter groups.
They align with Staunch Conservatives’ steadfast fiscal conservatism—except that
they are even more supportive of free trade. Nearly 100 percent of them believe that the
free market better solves complex economic problems than strong government. They
are, however, more liberal than Anti-Elites when it comes to matters of immigration and
identity. Immigration is not their priority, they have warm feelings toward immigrants,
and they only tepidly support a temporary Muslim travel ban. Their own racial identity is
not salient to them, and they are similar to Democrats in their warm feelings toward
members of minority groups. They also reject nativist conceptions of American identity.
Many of the Free Marketeer positions in fact reflect Democratic values, rather than
conservative or radical-right values. Ekins describes this group as:
 Cosmopolitan
 More highly educated, likely to be subscribers to magazines and newspapers
 Have LGBT friends
 Friendly toward immigrants, minorities and immigration generally
 Open to new ideas
 Least likely to watch TV, and likely to form their opponents through more reliable
media sources
 Likely to be politically engaged.
Ekins also shows how this group sees various issues, which can be recognized as (mostly)
Democratic values:
 Raising taxes on the wealthy: 78% of the Free Marketeers favor this
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Medicare a "very important issue": 37%. This was lower than the other groups, which
Ekins characterized as more elderly, lower income.
Make legal immigration much harder: 10% in favor
Racial identity is very important: 17% favor
Be a Christian to be truly American: 29%. The other four groups rated this much
higher.
Been born in America to be truly American: 38%
To accept people of diverse religious or racial background to be truly American: 88%
Children to be self-reliant rather than obedient: 63%, the highest of all five.
Economic system is biased in favor of the wealthy: 74%. What's interesting is that the
American Preservationists and Anti-Elites scored even higher: 88% and 83%,
respectively. This is clearly an issue that resonates across many Americans from both
parties.
Favor free trade with other countries (in 2012): 67%
Favor free trade with other countries (in 2016): 62%
Feel they have no say in government: 62%
Most people try to be helpful to others, rather than just looking out for oneself: 52%
Most people try to be fair rather than take advantaged: 47%
Favorable opinion of Clinton (asked in 2012): 22%
Favorable opinion of Clinton (asked in 2016): 0%

In short - why did they vote for Trump? Trump clearly indicated during his campaign that he
shared almost none of the positive values with this segment of his base.
The answer to this is clear from their opinion of Clinton: they simply did not like Hillary
Clinton.

The American Preservationists
Here is how Ekins describes this group:
These Trump voters lean economically progressive, believe the economic and political
systems are rigged, have nativist immigration views, and a nativist and ethnocultural
conception of American identity.
Although American Preservationists are less loyal Republicans than other Trump voter
groups, and nearly half had positive views of Clinton in 2012, American Preservationists
comprise the core Trump constituency that propelled him to victory in the early Republican
primaries.
American Preservationists have low levels of formal education and the lowest incomes of the
Trump groups—and non-Trump voters as well. Despite being the most likely group to say that
religion is “very important” to them, they are the least likely to attend church regularly. They
are the most likely group to be on Medicaid, to report a permanent disability that prevents
them from working, and to regularly smoke cigarettes. Despite watching the most TV, they
are the least politically informed of the Trump groups.
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American Preservationists appear more likely to desire being around people like themselves,
who have similar backgrounds and cultural experiences. They are far more likely to have a
strong sense of their own racial identity and to say their Christian identity is very important
to them. They take the most restrictionist approach to immigration— staunchly opposing not
just illegal but legal immigration as well, and intensely supporting a temporary Muslim travel
ban. They feel the greatest amount of angst over race relations: they believe that anti-white
discrimination is as pervasive as other forms of discrimination, and they have cooler feelings
(as measured on a feeling thermometer scale) toward minorities.(2) They agree in
overwhelming numbers that real Americans need to have been born in America or have lived
here most of their lives and be Christian.
American Preservationists are trade skeptics and look more like Democrats on domestic
economic issues, particularly on the nation’s wealth distribution, concern over old-age
entitlement programs, and animus toward Wall Street. They feel powerless against moneyed
interested and the politically connected and tend to distrust other people. They also share
liberals’ views on the environment, believing that global warming is a serious threat and
human activity is primarily to blame.
Are all of these Democratic values? No. But there may enough resonance here to persuade
a half or more of these voters to choose an appropriate Democratic candidate over a
Republican in 2020. By “appropriate”, we must clearly rule out another Hillary Clinton. Here
are some issues this segment likes that a Bernie Sanders fan would also support:
 Economically progressive
 Political system is rigged
 Lowest income
 Often on Medicaid, likely would support Medicare for all
 Domestic economic issues, wealth distribution, old-age entitlement, distrust of
Wall street.
 Global warming is a threat

They Just Didn't Like Hillary
Why did Hillary lose in 2016? That question has generated many essays and columnist
articles.
One reason is that many voters apparently would have voted for her based on her policies,
and out of disgust with Trump, but either voted for someone else (Jill Stein?), or not voted, or
voted for Trump, simply because they didn't like Hillary.
The issue of "not liking Hillary", but not sure why not is the subject of a major article in Slate,
7/24/2016: The Hillary Haters, by Michelle Goldberg,
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/cover_story/2016/07/the_people_who_hate
_hillary_clinton_the_most.html
According to Goldberg,
She is on track to become the least popular Democratic nominee in modern history, although
voters like Donald Trump even less.
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Goldberg interviewed a dozen or so people about Hillary, and captured their reactions.
Many just said I don't know why, but I just don't like her. That tells us nothing other than
that person has had his/her opinion shaped by something they read or saw (on Fox News?)
unfavorable to Clinton. The source of that 'something' and its reasoning (if any) was just
forgotten over time.
Other pithy attitudes cited by Goldberg include these:
 She strikes me as so programmed and almost robotic
 She is disingenuous and she lies blatantly
 I think she's more of a Republican than a Democrat
 If I could make her a profit she'd be my best friend
 Some who loathe Clinton see her as the living embodiment of avarice and deception.
Republican speechwriter Peggy Noonan described “an air of apple-cheeked certitude” in
Clinton that is “political in its nature and grating in its effects.” An apple-cheeked certitude, if
true, would be a devastating assessment of Hillary that she knows better than I do what I need
and want. Even though you might agree with her in principle, this has the ring of an insult. This
is hardly someone you would vote for.
Noonan also saw in Clinton “an implicit insistence throughout her career that hers were the
politics of moral decency and therefore those who opposed her politics were obviously of a
lower moral order.” Hillary let this cat out of the bag in a speech in which she mentioned a
"basket of deplorables". That was taken to describe groups of people that she considered
beneath her in intelligence or moral persuasion.
In a profile by Michael Kelly (1993 NYTimes Magazine), entitled Saint Hillary, the author
claimed that Hillary
has harbored an ambition so large that it can scarcely be grasped.
She is 45 ... but she holds to them without any apparent sense of irony or inadequacy.
Yet the opinions given in the 1993 article are almost exactly the opposite of those found by
Goldberg in 2016:
Back then, she was a self-righteous ideologue; now she's a corrupt tool of the
establishment.
Back then, she was too rigid; now she's too flexible.
84% in a poll agreed with the statement "She changes her position when it's politically
convenient".
82% percent consider her 'corrupt'.

Where Did All This Come From?
[My opinions here, WAB] The easy answer to this is the one that Hillary herself gave years
ago - the vast right-wing conspiracy. Lots of right-wing money has been pouring into think
tanks, adverse advertising campaigns, Fox news, Facebook and internet blogs. These media
outlets have been the amplifying factors for these mostly false claims about the Clintons. And
enough of those claims repeated over years, seasoned with a touch of real evidence (Bill
Clinton's dalliance with Ms. Lewinsky and his lie about that), plus claims by other Clinton haters,
which have since been discredited, would yield a lot of negative attitudes towards Bill and
Hillary.
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Every one of the negative comments listed above can be disproven at some level. But it is
very hard to disprove a negative attitude, or negative rumors.
For example, the claim that Hillary is a "corrupt tool of the establishment" is just false.
There is no evidence whatever that Hillary - or Bill - took money in a quid pro quo deal to
corrupt their politics. The FBI is very good at sniffing out that sort of corruption and has found
nothing indictable. The famous impeachment investigation of Bill Clinton started out with an
investigation of Whitewater, found nothing there, then went down several other avenues,
again with nothing, and finally settled on Bill's dalliance with Ms. Lewinsky. And that affair was
consensual, and revealed by a friend of Lewinsky, not Lewinsky herself. On such slim pickings
was the GOP's attempt to impeach President Clinton.
One's assessments of another's attitudes are almost impossible to refute. For example, the
claim by someone that Hillary is "a self-righteous ideologue" would require hours of
psychological analysis to untangle.
Let's also ask why the Clintons didn't fight back against any of these slanders in court. Surely
a claim that Hillary procured women for her husband to molest deserves a libel lawsuit against
the publisher, right? Well, wrong. As political figures, the Clintons could never win any lawsuit
for slander or libel. They knew that, and they also knew that trying to explain their side of the
story to the press - claiming innocence, of course - would just make them look guilty.
In short, Mrs. Clinton came to the 2016 campaign with a lot of negative baggage. She has
every right to feel abused by the media and the GOP opposition. Her friends know her to be an
exceptionally honorable person, with progressive views and a remarkable list of achievements.
But on the political stage, against a despicably coarse and dishonest opponent (Trump), who
threw insults at her at every turn, she didn't have a chance. Nothing could be said enough
times in her favor to make a difference. There were just too many disaffected voters out there
who - for whatever reason, mostly spurious - did not like HIllary Clinton.

How Not to Repeat that Mistake in 2020
Well, Mrs. Clinton will not be running in 2020.
At the risk of sounding like a sexist pig, I claim the Democratic party should not nominate a
woman for President. There are just too many voters who could vote for a man, but not a
woman with the same qualities.
Let's be realistic about this. The issue of equal rights should be a campaign issue supported
by Democrats, but why must it be followed to the letter in choosing our chief executive? Best
to just dodge that particular issue and never let it come up. Of course, our candidate will favor
equal rights, including women's rights, but let's not put that on the banner in front of the big
parade.
My advice (for what it is worth) is to
 find a male candidate who can look good to most voters, including some Republican
voters,
 has a sense of humor,
 who knows how to project Democratic values in simple down-to-earth terms,
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who has (or appears to have) "humble beginnings", and little if any controversial
political involvement in his past,
not be considered as some sort of slick book-writing or lawyer type,
not be heavily involved in the Washington political scene, certainly not over several
terms as a member of Congress or a Senator,
should not look like an intellectual - having written one or more thick books on
partisan political issues should be considered a handicap, not an asset,
having not worked through several complicated, controversial and messy
political/foreign policy/legal issues,
yet have a strong and proven respect for our constitution, equal rights, and a keen
sense of justice for all under our democratic system of government.

In short, we Democrats need a candidate like Abe Lincoln, FDR or Barack Obama. They
shared a common theme of being able to present progressive political concepts in a down-toearth way that the simplest farmer or backwoods resident could understand and accept.
That candidate should also be relatively new to national politics, or – at least – relatively
ignored by the GOP attack machine.
In short, someone with little or no baggage from previous bloody political engagements.
Ask yourself why Barack Obama won the Oval office in 2008, in spite of what clearly is a
large strain of white racist voter in America. He had very little baggage, as a recent politician,
with no former messy involvement in scandals. He knew when to laugh, including at himself.
He used his considerable intelligence to break through messy and complicated situations
without insulting the intelligence of anyone. He could express a situation in ten dollar words,
but he instead chose to think first, then address his feelings in ten cent words.
I would support Garrison Keillor, who possesses all these qualities in abundance.

About Garrison Keillor
Mr. Keillor is famous across the country, if not the world, for his earthy stories and humor
through his weekly PBS radio program, The Prairie Home Companion. He is comfortable with
singing along with his many artists. His tales of Lake Woebegone will be among the great works
of literature for the next millennium. Some have compared him favorably to Mark Twain.
Note that Mr. Reagan and Mr. Trump owe much of their celebrity political support to their
movie and television performances. Also note that Mr. Arnold Swartzenegger became
governor of California out of a field of over a hundred candidates – and we know him from his
movies as the Terminator. Actors may not be the ideal choice of candidate for political office,
to run our country or state, but they can attract a lot of votes.
Mr. Keillor is also an astute, dedicated, literate Democrat. Buy and read his book
Homegrown Democrat, and you will understand his strong appreciation for our democracy and
its ideals.
Finally, Mr. Keillor has essentially been campaigning for years, but as a humorist, poet, radio
personality, and down-home self-deprecating Minnesota native taking his stories and radio
show to a huge PBS audience as well as to groups around the country.
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My wife and I were privileged to join Mr. Keillor, his orchestra, sound effects man, theater
group and a half dozen performers, on a one week sea cruise. In addition to providing all the
entertainment on the ship, he and his staff provided several one-on-one sessions to encourage
passengers to become better writers, poets and what not.
I’m not sure that he would be willing to run, but I think that he would give it serious
consideration if an appeal were made to him to become the nation’s healing influence. Our
country is on the verge of another civil war through the machinations of Donald Trump and his
evil band of cabinet officers. Trump has stirred up racial and ethnic hatred in his few months in
office that has taken several generations to tamp down. We need a professional healer in
office to help us recover from what will be a four-year nightmare.
As a native Minnesotan, I would guess that Senator Al Franken would be happy to encourage
Mr. Keillor to run for the office of president.
Mr. Keillor should at least be given an opportunity to deliver a major speech to the
Democratic convention.
It’s also not too late to have him consider running for a Congressional seat in 2018. One
term in Congress would be of immense value to our cause, and to him as a presidential
candidate. It would also not be sufficient time for the GOP tar-and-feather machine to deal
with him.

Conclusions
The work of Ms. Ekins of the Cato Institute has identified five segments of the Donald Trump
voters in 2016. Of those, it appears that about 20% of them might well have voted for Hillary
Clinton, except for one thing – they just didn’t like Hillary. My general feeling is that while I and
many other admire Mrs. Clinton and her considerable achievements, she should not have run in
2016.
And - whoever runs in 2020 should be male, intelligent, without much political baggage,
have a good sense of humor, and know how to express complicated ideas in earthy words.
Someone like Abraham Lincoln or FDR.
Or Garrison Keillor.
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